Additional Product Instructions & Illustrations
Dritz® Sewing: Nursing Bra Clips
(items #56698-38-66 and 56698-12-66)
The parts:

Each package contains
four sets of 2-part clips–
two black & two white

Strap clip

56698-38-66 – for 3/8” straps
56698-12-66 – for 1/2” straps

Cup clip
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What is a Nursing Bra Clip?

It is a replacement 2-part bra clip used to convert a regular bra to a nursing
bra. The cup clip attaches to the bra at the top of the cup. The strap clip
attaches to end of strap. An additional piece of lingerie elastic
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(the same width as bra strap) is attached to bottom slot of strap
clip to keep strap from falling while cup is flipped down to nurse.

How do you use Nursing Bra Clips?

1. Cut through bra strap about 1” above top of cup.
2. Insert 1” strap end into slot of cup clip from front to back. Fold
down ½” and stitch strap end to bra.
3. Insert loose strap end through top slot of strap clip, front to back,
and fold up ½”. Topstitch folded strap end to strap to secure.
4. Try on bra. Cut 2 pieces of elastic to stretch from top of cup, around
side of breast, to side edge of cup plus 2 or 3”. Remove bra.
5. Insert one end of elastic in bottom slot of strap clip. Fold over
½” and stitch to secure.Try bra back on and pin elastic to side of
bra cup, as desired.
6. Remove bra and
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